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To the Slovak Republic 

Asylum application and non-refoulement request 

Applicant: 

Jaana Kavonius, 
Legal Counsel, LL.M. (retired) 
Truth Party r.p. party leader and Chairman of the board 
Finnish Legal Security Centre Finland, Chairman of the Board 
address in the country of origin in Finland, from which I have to leave due to persecution: 
Myllärinkatu 4, 08100 Lohja 
 
Further information on my application, persecution and information about other severe crimes  
against me, my children, my party and the "unvaccinated" can be obtained from: 
1) Licensing lawyer Lauri Saarela, LL.D. Licensing lawyer Petter Kavonius and attorney Antti Palo 
2) Doctors Matti Wallin, Paul Biri, Lasse Niskanen, Hannu Soini, Mikael Kivivuori, Adel Kader, Osmo 

Vikman, nurse Tiina Thuneberg and paramedic Outi Alanen  
3) Members of the Board of Directors of the Truth Party and Party Secretary Hannele Saarenpää, 

politician Liisa Mariapori (also avictim of the state of Finland, ECHR Mariapori vs. Suomi) and 
building inspectors Juhani Järvinen and Matti Napari 

 

1. Asylum claims, non-refoulement and granting of refugee status   
 

I am a 57-year-old Finnish lawyer, party leader of the Truth Party registered in Finland on 
26.4.2023 and a mother of 7 children. When I apply for asylum, my youngest child is 10 years 
old, and I have become seriously ill and disabled in my home country, Finland, as a result of 
years of deliberate and systematic torture, mental and physical violence, persecution and 
stalking.  Due to the systematic persecution, torture and the written decision of the 
prosecutors on 31.5.2023 declaring me inhuman, I cannot resort to the protection of the 
Finnish authorities at all.  
 
An important reason for applying for asylum is that as evidenced by the evidence I have 
gathered, there is an extensive organised crime network of the Finnish officers and a cult 
operating in the Finnish police, prosecution and judiciary. This criminal network (called 
”virkamafia” adn the cult use mafia`s methods and agree in secret sessions on sets of 
charges, the obstruction of investigations, obstruction of charges and convictions of their 
own crimes, the settlement of trials, the payment of debts to their victims, the denial of 
compensation, and the denial of evidence of their victims and all legal remedies. All these 
crimes, which have been carried out extensively in Finland, are defined in the Geneva 
Convention on Refugees and Human Rights as persecution, on the basis of which I am 
entitled to asylum. 
 
Deputy Prosecutor General Jukka Rappe, State Prosecutor Anssi Hiivala, the Finnish Police 
and District Judge Mika Illman have stated in writing that they will completely remove my 
right to protection against any crime and that me, my party members, my children and all 
the "unvaccinated" have to live completely without human rights and as unprotected targets 
of the inhuman crimes deliberately committed by the network. The state of Finland, officers 
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(which are members of this criminal network) and the cult leader, his cult members have 
targeted 100.000 sadistic crimes against me and my children and have also other victims.  
 
The Slovak Republic must adopt a positive asylum decision and a non-refoulement 
decision, 
1) which prohibits and prevents my return to Finland because, if returned to Finland, I 

would immediately be persecuted again, subjected to homicide, violent and rape 
offences and other serious crimes described in my application, and staged for non-
existent crimes completely innocent of prison for more than 5 years as an illegal 
punishment for exercising freedom of speech and in purpose to silence my truth-telling. 

2) granting me refugee status and asylum in Slovak due to persecution of my political 
oppinion  and religion and committed  by  authorities in my home country, Finland, 
persecution by a cult commiting rapes, frauds and torture led by Juha Ruohonen, who 
infiltrated the authorities, persecution of freedom of expression, persecution by the 
State of Finland, persecution by an organised criminal group that I exposed, torture, 
violence, repeated attempts to commit homicide, threats of homicide, violence, 
persecution, deprivation of liberty and rape; because of the threat of unjustified unlawful 
imprisonment and in order not to be imprisoned for more than 5 years innocent and 
sentenced to illegal, disproportionate and completely non-graded imprisonment in 
violation of the ECHR because of my political opinion and the legitimate exercise of 
freedom of expression, religion and my ”unvaccinated” status. 

3) defining my status as a "beneficiary of international protection", a "political refugee" 
(refugee granted asylum) and also on the basis of a subsidiary protection need, as 
defined in the EU Definition Regulation (2011/95/EU), as well as a witness to be 
protected under the witness protection programme, threatened as a politician and a 
witness exposing Finland's organised criminal group, cult and global crime carried out 
through "coronavirus vaccinations" subjected to homicide, persecution, serious crimes 
seriously violating human rights and extensive criminal discrimination based on "non-
vaccination", my political opinion, religion and witness status, in which the Finnish police 
and prosecution authorities have unlawfully imposed on me an "obligation to tolerate 
crimes" and in their decisions deliberately declared that they would prevent and for 
years have blocked fom me all the protection, investigations, prosecutions and trials of 
gross crimes against me, my children, my party, my association, my politics, my 
supporters, my family and all the "unvaccinated" and all these crimes are deliberately 
motivated precisely by my political opinion, based only on my position as leader of the 
Truth Party (only party and only party leader targeted for crimes) and discrimination and 
persecution based on "not being vaccinated" and subjecting me to human rights  
violations against the human rights treaties that are binding in Finland. 

4) granting me the right of residence in Slovak Republic a secret security address as 

asylum requirement, and as a secondary requirement the right of a secret security 

residence on grounds of subsidiary protection and humanitarian protection. 

The Slovak Republic must also join my complaint and demand for prosecution by the EU 
Independent Public Prosecutor (EPPO). The grounds of that demand is at the end of my 
application, concerning aggravated crimes against humanity committed with "corona 
vaccines", aggravated fraud and widespread corruption in Finland, the pharmaceutical 
industry and EU organisations. 
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2. Grounds for not being able to return me to Finland 
 

Attached to my application are photographs taken in the Finnis hospital emergency room of 
my injuries of aggravated assault on me as political violence, photographs of my injuries 
inflicted under torture during my "interrogations" by the Finnish police and Prosecution 
officers and a medical report on the attempted murder of my child Martti (b. 3.6.2013) and 
2 years of intentional physical and mental violence and torture targeted at him at school. In 
addition, I will provide evidence of the crimes described below in my asylum application and 
provide more details about sadistic crimes at the oral hearing of my application.  
 
The Slovak Republic must make a decision on my asylum application prohibiting my return 

to Finland. I cannot be returned to Finland in violation of human rights and refugee 

conventions in the EU to be subjected to the serious crimes for which I had to flee Finland. I 

cannot be returned to Finland to be subjected to serious crimes, human rights violations, to 

be killed, raped, tortured and imprisoned for years illegally staged for non-existent crimes 

on charges where my "crime" is to tell the truth about the crimes of officials, Ruohonen`s 

cult and the criminal network (virkamafia and groups committing frauds, violence and 

organized crimes) and who deliberately frame me innocent to abnormal unwarranted 

imprisonment in order to prevent telling the truth of their own crimes. 

 
The Refugee Convention prohibits The Slovak Republic and any EU country from returning 
me to Finland, where  
1) I am threatened with unlawful imprisonment for "at least 5 years" for non-existent 

crimes on the basis of my freedom of speech, Christianity and political opinion. 
2) In my country, I have been tortured for years, beaten in a life-threatening manner, lived 

with my children repeatedly under attempted homicides against me and my children and 
the same criminal mafia members and the cult deliberately prevented all the official 
offences and investigations of their own aggravated crimes committed by an organised 
criminal group operating in Finland.  

3) I am fatally ill and a maimed torture victim. I have been diagnosed with severe life-
threatening oxygen deprivation due to crimes against me (saturation 88-86 and even 
below 92 poses a risk of death), severe heart defects, seizures of unconsciousness, brain 
tumour caused by deliberate poisoning with creosote and 5 other tumours, life-
threatening blood pressure fluctuations, paralysis of my left arm, severe nerve damage, 
epileptic symptoms, incurable vascular damage, risk of gangrene, stroke, cerebral 
haemorrhage, spinal injury, severe insomnia and traumatisation. Due to the burden of 
crime, I have lost weight and look like a skeleton of 45 kg (height 160 cm) and I am the 
same size as my 10-year-old child. Police officers in the network I have exposed have 
called and threatened my doctors, and the police, prosecutors and doctors in the 
network I have uncovered are deliberately blocking my access to hospital for my 
permanent life-threatening illnesses caused by my crimes and as a victim of torture in 
order to cause my death by preventing my treatment. In Finland, many doctors and 
police officers are criminals convicted of aggravated rape of children, drug and sexual 
offences and paedophilia, as well as thousands of members of organised criminal groups 
whose investigations, charges and convictions are deliberately prevented by the network 
itself. Finnish officials who torture me have deliberately prevented me from going to the 
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hospital for oxygen deficiency examinations, and I cannot go to a public hospital for an 
urgent cardiac examination ordered for me because of the threat of imprisonment (the 
threat of challenging the charges) without being subjected to unlawful deprivation of 
liberty, violence and the threat of rape. 

 

3. Gross massive crime against me, my children, my family and my political 
activities in Finland that meets all definitions of stalking, the political and 
religious motives of torture, persecution and systematic crime, the huge 
number of crimes and sadism 
 
According to section 87a of the Geneva Refugee Convention and the corresponding Finnish 
Foreigners Act, persecution includes, in particular:   
1) Acts which, by their nature and repetition, constitute a serious violation of fundamental 

human rights.  
2) An accumulation of acts of comparable gravity involving human rights violations.  
3) Physical and psychological violence, including sexual violence 
4) Legal, administrative, police and judicial measures which are in themselves 

discriminatory or are carried out in a discriminatory manner 
5) Disproportionate and discriminatory prosecution and punishment 
6) Absence or denial of access to justice resulting in disproportionate or discriminatory 

punishment 
7) An act that has a nature of violation linked to person`s gender or against a child. 
 
The crime committed against me and my children in Finland meets all the criteria for 
persecution and the conditions for asylum. For years, I and my children have been 
systematically persecuted in Finland with crimes on the basis of which foreigners have been 
granted asylum in Finland at the same time. 
 
Grounds for persecution that justify asylum include grounds of discrimination based on my 
religion, political opinion and membership of a particular social group ("unvaccinated", 
Christians and membership of the Truth Party).  
 
Actors causing persecution and serious harm include: 
1) the State of Finland and parties or organisations controlling the State or part thereof; 
2) other than state actors (such as the cult leader Juha Ruohonen who persecutes me, his 

cult, accomplices, officials of the city of Lohja, extensive online persecution groups, 
LähiTapiola`s and lawyers' fraud networks), because I can prove with my evidence that 
the Finnish state and its authorities have refused in writing from giving me, my children, 
members of my party and the "unvaccinated" protection against persecution, other 
crimes and serious harm deliberately caused by cults, criminal officials and fraud 
networks. 

3) all parties defined under the Refugee Convention and Section 88c of the Foreigners Act 
as perpetrators of persecution and serious harm. 

4) the officials and persons listed as an annex to my application (ANNEX 2 and ANNEX 3 
documents) 
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Reasons for persecution when processing an asylum application as a certain social group 
under the Refugee Convention and Section 87 of the Foreigners Act can be considered to be: 
1)  groups, whose members share a common background, other inherent characteristic or 

belief which is so central to the identity or conscience of the members of the group that 
they cannot be required to renounce it, and 

2) groups, which the surrounding society perceives as distinct from the rest of society. 
 
By hundreds of decisions and on 31.5.2023, officials of the Finnish Public Prosecution Service 
and the police, in particular Deputy Prosecutor General Jukka Rappe, State Prosecutor Anssi 
Hiivala and the "head of investigation" of the concealed police, have stated in writing that 
they will persecute and discriminate against me, all my supporters, my family, my political 
group called the Truth Party, me as its leader, all in the leadership and membership of the 
this only party in Finland and anyone they define as "unvaccinated" and belong in the group 
of "unvaccinated".  
 
The convictions of the Truth Party and myself include honesty, respect for constitutions and 
laws, Christianity and exposing the crimes of the official mafia and cult that I expose, 
according to my party rules, my mission in life and my inherent qualities, and they cannot be 
forced to be abandoned by the trumped-up illegal prison sentences that are being carried 
out against me by means of accusations. 
 
I am persecuted and threatened with more than 5 years of illegal imprisonment in Finland 
also because I refuse to call Juha Ruohonen, a cult leader who carries out satanic worship, 
rape, torture and gross fraud with the help of the police and prosecutors, "the real Christ" 
and "God" and "honest". I am threatened with more than 5 years in prison because I honestly 
call Ruohonen a "dishonest fake Jesus" in line with his criminal activities. Juha Ruohonen and 
his wife Susanna Ruohonen violently raped and enslaved my child's godmother Elisa 
Palonem in Finland with the help of certain same police officers (e.g. Markku Kukko, Pekka 
Mujunen, Jari Riial, Aleksi Sulkko, Taina Äijälä and Kaarle Lönnroth) and prosecutors for at 
least 15 years until her death. 
 
I pray as a Christian and my religion, conscience, and mission in life do not allow me to lie. It 
is not my place to lie about rapists and criminal cult members  and raper cult leader Juha 
Ruohonen would be as "God and Christ" or "honorable" or "honest", because they  
deceitfully deceive and rape their victims. Juha Ruohonen is a man who commits his crimes 
in Pargas in Finland is not the "real Christ". I must not be imprisoned in Finland or any EU 
coutry for more than 5 years and not for a second because I call a fake Jesus a fake Jesus.  
For me as a Christian, there is only one Jesus Christ. 
 
I have to apply for asylum and move from my home because I am persecuted, tortured, 
violently beaten as a crime commissioned by the authorities and a cult (photos of my injuries 
as evidence of my application) and threatened with killing, rape and staged imprisonment 
to silence my political opinion and the police and prosecution authorities in my country have 
stated in writing that they refuse to give me any protection against crime and that they 
deliberately subject me and my family to crime, destroyed my home, poisoned me with 
carcinogenic creosote, spiked my home full of creosote, pricked dust and faeces, destroyed 
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all my property, permanently my health by the same gross act of destruction and blocked all 
my human rights and remedies. 
 
For years, I have been deliberately subjected by official decisions to rape, violence, multiple 
attempted murders, adultery, other gross defamation, sexual violence, other serious crime, 
a total of 100,000 serious crimes, and my human rights have been illegally completely 
removed by severe crimes of the authorities and a secret cult led by a man named Juha 
Ruohonen who threatens, rapes, beats and monetizes with aggravated frauds several victims 
and has operated in Finland in partnership with the Finnish Police and Prosecution Service 
for 20 years. 
 
I have been subjected to persecution and deliberate subjugation by crimes in Finland 
1) Based on the leadership, founding, political opinion and Christianity of a party called the 

Truth Party. 
2) Because between 1992 and 2024 I have collected evidence of organised crime operating 

in the police, prosecution and judiciary in Finland, insurance companies, Ruohonen`s cult 
and in the criminal network of lawyers for more than 30 years. I have uncovered an 
extensive criminal organisation operating in Finland that carries out crime in office, as 
well as a cult and an extensive fraud network that carries out aggravated violent rape 
and fraud.  

3) Because I am  "unvaccinated" and the leader of the Truth Party, discrimination has been 
systematically targeted to me on grounds related to my health and political oppinion  in 
such a way that the Finnish police and prosecutors have in written decisions deliberately 
subjected me, all my party members and all the ”unvaccinated” (those, who did not take 
the ”corona vaccinations”) to violence, adultery, rape, to be killed, to be called as 
”whores” and insulted in the internet, newspapers and anywhere in all possible inhuman 
ways using insulting false statements and that I and all the ”unvaccinated” and all in my 
political group Truth Party can be urged to be raped, kidnapped, murdered by stoning to 
death, strangulated, kicked, beaten, tied to cable ties and beaten, causing my 
"permanent disappearance", and that, I as the unvaccinated leader of the Truth Party, 
i.e. the only party leader in Finland, have no human rights and no  right to get any 
protection from the police, prosecutors and the judiciary against any crime. 

4) Because I have demanded compliance with Article 118 of the Constitution of Finland  
genuine liability for official offences also for judges, that is to say, for the same kind of 
genuine supervision that the The Slovak  Government has also legally demanded. 

5) Because I have clarified with correct jurisprudence that the Constitution of Finland does 
not allow Finland to become a member of the EU or to exercise foreign power, and I have 
also exposed the worst genocide and fraud of humanity against the civilian population 
carried out globally with "corona vaccines". Our penal code declares unconstitutional 
agreements to be aggravated high treason, and I have called for investigations and 
prosecutions of them, as well as the gross fraud and genocide carried out with 
coronavirus vaccinations, also against the state leadership, the pharmaceutical industry 
and EU officials. 
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4. Several similar attempted murders against me and my children, brutal 
violence against me on 11.12.2019, deliberate submission to serious crimes 
and obstruction of the drafting, recording and processing of all reports of 
crime 

 
I am applying for asylum because: 
1) In Finland, I and my children have been the target of several attempted murders carried 

out in the same way driving over us by a car 
2) Five of my children have been the target of attempted homicide at school and on the 

way to school, one of my children has been kidnapped (the police have admitted to 
carrying out the abduction) and the same child target of an attempted speeding murder 
was targeted of an attempted abduction from my backyard. My childre have been 
selected for crimes because of my political activities.  

3) On 11.12.2019, I was subjected to a violent crime in which my life was threatened if I did 
not cease my social activities, announcements and programmes in which I present 
evidence of crimes committed by the Ruohonen`s cult, ”virkamafia” criminal official 
mafia networks and fraud networks. 

4) The recording and processing of ALL criminal complaints, plaintiff charges, claims and 
complaints that I have initiated, have been unlawfully prevented by decisions of the 
same network, whose crimes I expose,. The investigations and my remedies have been 
obstructed by police officers and prosecutors who have commissioned and personally 
carried out attempted murders, frauds and violent crime, and enabled the criminal 
activities of the rape cult and official mafia network that I exposed. 

5) The attempted homicides began already in 2002, when I started publicly demanding that 
the crimes of the official mafia be investigated, and my persecution worsened when I 
exposed the cult of Juha Ruohonen, who commits serious crimes under the protection 
of certain police officers, prosecutors and judges. 

6) I have to emigrate as a refugee from Finland in order to preserve my life, to protect the 
lives of my children, to receive treatment for my life-threatening illnesses and injuries 
caused by crimes, and to restore my human rights, the right to a dignified life and to 
preserve my freedom, i.e. to avoid the unjustified 5-year sentence that the criminals I 
have exposed are currently artificially baked into me, which they are deliberately trying 
to frame for me, aware of my status as a victim and my innocence. 

7) Deputy Prosecutor General Jukka Rappe, State Prosecutor Anssi Hiivala and the Finnish 
police have by their decisions exceeded their discretion by defining my killing, rape and 
all crime as permissible against me on the basis of "non-vaccination" and political 
persecution. 

8) Most recently, at the end of 2023, Finnish police and prosecutors wrote in their decision 
to prevent the investigations that they deliberately follow a completely illegal 
"interpretation" of their own invention, according to which, according to the police, I 
would "participate in the commission of a crime against myself as an offender" whenever 
I publicly state that I have been the victim of a crime or report an offence. This illegal 
interpretation means that a) if the cult leader Juha Ruohonen rapes me and he or 
someone else kills me and my relatives, after finding my body, report the crime, they 
would be "considered the perpetrators of the crime". The purpose of the network is to 
completely deny me the right to report crimes and my right to protection from all crimes. 
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Em. the purpose of the 'interpretation' is to enable me to rapes, murder and all kinds of 
crimes and then conceal the crimes.  

9) Committing crimes is, of course, quite different from reporting those crimes as a victim. 
According to the above-mentioned report prepared by the Finnish police and 
prosecutors in 2023, the purpose of the interpretation is to tarnish my reputation by 
deliberately distributing messages labelled as "unvaccinated whore”, ”wanted as a 
serious criminal" and "mentally ill", to prevent me from correcting false information that 
spoils my reputation and from getting any police report processed. When someone 
online scolds me, for example that I am a whore, a burglar or mentally ill and if I publicly 
correct false information and report gross defamation against myself, the police follow 
the "interpretation" that I would "participate in my own adultery" and other gross 
defamation against myself as a supposedly "offender" if I try to correct the 
misinformation and report those crimes. 

10) The police (e.g. Taina Äijälä, Jutta Sainio, Kimmo Halme and Markku Kukko) have stated 
in writing that they are falsifying evidence to "bake" by falsifying trumped-up charges of 
non-existent crimes against me, my doctor Matti Wallin and other victims, and dozens 
of such crimes they have committed and are still committing.  

 

5. In Finland, an attempt is being made to impose "at least 5 years in prison" on 
me for telling the truth, an unreasonable unjustified punishment exceeding 
the penalty scales and serious harm prescribed as persecution 

 
In Finland, there are provisions on: 
1) Duty to tell the truth in civil disputes and duty to tell the truth to injured parties in 

criminal cases 
2) The fundamental and human right of "everyone" to share, draft, transmit and obtain 

information on crimes committed by public authorities and information on "public 
documents of public authorities" (Constitution of Finland, PL 12 § subsection 2 and 
Human Rigts Convention Article 10) 

 
By virtue of the right provided for in the Constitution and Article 10 of the Human Right 
Convention, I have published absolutely correct information and evidence of the accuracy of 
the information in each of my disclosures. With the evidence I have gathered, I have been 
able to reveal that the police, prosecutors and judiciary have for decades operated a network 
in which the same officials commit serious crimes and have made it possible for an extensive 
fraud network and a cult led by Juha Ruohonen to charge for aggravated frauds and commit 
rapes. 
 
The accomplices of the same network first carried out the blocking of compensation due to 
my children and me, and caused us an artificial debt of EUR 500,000 by charging for their 
gross fraud with false information that could not be presented or invoiced in civil disputes. 
Since then, the very same disqualified persons who have committed aggravated fraud, 
crimes at office and rapes have, in order to continue their own serious crimes and prevent 
the evidence and the truth from being told, agreed on the prosecution they carry out in order 
to impose on me "imprisonment for at least 5 years" prohibited by the Human Rights 
Convention, which is completely exceptional in Finland that is, possibly more than 5 years of 
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completely gratuitous imprisonment to punish me for lawfully exercising freedom of speech 
and prevent me from publishing truths and evidence of their crimes. 
 
According to the Finnish Criminal Code, the maximum penalty for aggravated defamation is 

2 years, and even then the act should be punishable on the basis of "false" information. I 

publish public documents, correct information and evidence from the authorities, i.e. the 

criminality of my actions is completely missing and I may not be subjected to a prison 

sentence exceeding the penalty scales that is not possible under the Criminal Code, the 

Constitution of Finland and the Convention on Human Rights, and which is "tailored" in 

Finland as an unjustified punishment for only me, i.e. one person so that the criminals who 

purposefully bake my charges can avoid the prison sentences they themselves are entitled 

to, and so that the public does not know about their serious crimes of fraud, rape, office, 

forgery, violence, defamation and more. 

In Finland, defamation is not a "serious" crime, but a minor offence to be fined. The criminal 

nature of the illegal (unique in Finnish history) prison threat against me for more than 5 years 

is underlined by comparison that the illegal punishment for freedom of speech baked for me 

is greater than the punishment for homicide: In Finland in early 2024, a woman (the child's 

mother) was sentenced to less than 4 years and her male friend to 4 years in prison after 

they had continuously assaulted a 4-year-old little boy and eventually brutally killed him by 

torture by burning his body full of burns and other violent injuries. A sentence of less than 5 

years was also imposed on a Somali man who brutally deliberately beat to death a 

defenceless elderly man in Finland.  

Finland is a country based on official crime, where officials commit and allow serious crimes, 

and where telling the truth is punished more than sadistic killing of children and the elderly. 

My exercise of freedom of speech is not a crime at all, because my truth is based on evidence. 

Yet, on 4/03/2023, I have been pre-labeled a "wanted felony" by public news even though 

my crime does not exist and I am threatened with "at least 5 years in prison" just because: 

1) I call fake Jesus fake Jesus and a crime a crime, and because I refuse to claim their rapes 
and betrayals as "honorable" acts.  

2) I demand an end to the brutal violent crime committed against my own child Martti at 
school and an investigation into the attempted homicide committed against him by 
driving over a car at school on 26.5.2021. 

3) I expose the crimes of those who, being disqualified, try to bake me innocent for more 
than 5 years in prison.  

 
I have to flee my country because I am not supposed to go to prison innocently. Exposing 
crimes, protecting my child from school violence and none of my actions constitute a crime 
in Finland or the EU on any grounds. In Finland, however, I am threatened with illegal 
imprisonment exceeding the penalty scales for homicide on the basis of my legal actions and 
punishment for obstructing freedom of speech, religion and political activity, which is also 
prohibited under the Finnish Criminal Code and the ECHR judgments altogether. 
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6. My injuries caused by police officers and prosecutors through torture 
offences, supervision as a form of torture and the threat of violence during 
interrogations 

 
I have been monitored, interrogated and charged 350.000 euros in psychological shock and 
threats of murder, threatened with unlawful imprisonment and rape, beaten, deliberately 
interrogated dozens of times on suspicion of non-existent crimes and tried to be framed 
innocent for more than 5 years in prison by using an abnormal, disproportionate custodial 
sentence and obstructing evidence, while all possible sadistic crimes have been made 
possible by the investigative methods of the same network against me, my children, my 
doctor, the unvaccinated, members of my party and the victims of the cult. All my injuries 
and illnesses are the result of crimes committed against me and are permanent. My answers 
to the interrogation were not recorded, and the police have tried to force me to the Lohja 
police station to be beaten, killed and staged and to change the content of my interrogation 
answers with the threat of violence. Since I did not move, my answers and evidence were 
not recorded so that my charges would be staged in violation of the evidence and the law. 
  

7. Deliberate prosecution of non-existent "defamation" and stalking offences in 
violation of court rulings and evidence 

 
In Finland, defamation can only be committed by drafting and disseminating false 
information and if the act involves the purpose of defamation. The acts for which I am being 
charged to be imprisoned in Finland do not meet the descriptions of defamation and any 
crime, because 
1) I publish correct information (not false) and always evidence that makes it easy for 

anyone to check that all the information I publish is correct.  
2) I publish public documents of public authorities by virtue of the right of "everyone" laid 

down in the Constitution 
3) I am not publishing anything "for defamatory purposes", but to expose the gross crimes 

of the cult, officials and fraud networks and their long-established organized criminal 
network, to prevent others from becoming victims of the network's and the cults`s 
crimes, to help myself and other victims, to remedy rights against violations deliberately 
caused by the network's crimes, to recover the money and compensation stolen from 
me and my children by their crimes, and to expose then information about my destroyed 
home and health whereas, in particular, certain police officers, prosecutors, judges, 
various other officials, lawyers and the cult have agreed in advance on these offences 
and have constituted for more than 30 years a criminal network carrying out serious 
organized crime and stealing victims' property; whose members seek to obstruct all 
investigations, prosecutions, convictions of the network's crimes and deliberately 
impose prison sentences on me and thousands of other victims. 

 
The cult, the criminals of the fraud network and the official mafia network are currently 
baking me a trumped-up sentence and more than 5 years in prison on the basis of, among 
other things, a false report prepared by Juha Ruohonen and his family, in which they lie that 
they would not have dared to come to the trial of a probate dispute in the District Court of 
Southwest Finland and be heard allegedly because of my "stalking" charges. 
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The minutes of the District Court of Southwest Finland and the decision of the Turku 

Supreme Court on 6.10.2023 have confirmed that I have not persecuted anyone, and that 

they were present and prevented their hearing. Yet the staging of me as a "stalker" and 

baking me into more than 5 years in prison continues. I have been wanted for non-existent 

crimes deliberately and my reputation has been ruined, for example, on 31.5.2023 and 

4.3.2024 by Iltalehti's extensive news as a "wanted aggravated criminal" and investigations 

of false reports were deliberately prevented. 

8. Being subjected to be a person without human rights, being labelled a 
"wanted aggravated criminal" and an "anti-vaccine whore", sadistic 
persecution of me, adultery, other gross defamation, subjection to rape and 
pornography, deliberately enabling them, and claiming the insulting labels to 
be my "trade, profession and politics" 

 
While the cult and its accomplices frame me as a stalker and defamation criminal for non-
existent crimes and try to deliberately cause me to be wrongfully imprisoned for more than 
5 years, they have been stalking me online, in shopping malls, hamburger restaurants, on 
court premises, at birthdays, beating, distributing rape and murder calls and my medical 
records, distributed misinformation in crime reports and child welfare reports, making false 
calls to emergency call centers, by invading my home dozens of times, criminally executing 
the debts of my children and me, tracking me online, interfering with my communications 
and obstructing criminal investigations, and spreading falsely stigmatising messages and 
insults that I am a criminal, fecal, cow, rat, mentally ill, cow, feces, rape target, burglar, 
"aggravated wanted criminal", "Putinist", "Lavrov's slutcher", child blood drinker and other 
gross insults and alllowing everyone in Finland and in the whole world to target me, my 
children and the Truth Party members and the ”uncaccinated” to such crimes. 

 
Attached to my asylum application is a list of over 100 cases of gross defamation against me, 
which have been deliberately enabled by criminal officials working in the Finnish police, 
prosecution and judiciary in order to completely erase my human rights, and especially my 
right to protection of honour at the same time as the same gang, led by the grotesquely 
disqualified Mika Illman, bakes me as a "defamation criminal" and a "stalker" as a 
supposedly "defamation" violator of rapists and fraudsters. 
 
I have also been subjected to violence and rape, theft and homicide attempts claiming 

through official police and prosecutor decisions that they are permitted on the basis of "my 

profession, politics and livelihood" and they have labelled me as ”an anti-vaccined paid and 

free whore", I have received hundreds of discusting photos of sexual licking, violent depicting 

sadomasochistic sex, large penises and threatening Ku-Klux Klan images as "related to my 

profession, livelihood and politics", even though I have never worked as a sex worker and I 

am not supposed to be a victim of violence or a recipient of sexual material and all these  acts 

against me are serious crimes. My asylum application contains examples of rape exhortations 

and pornography claimed by police officers and prosecutors to be 'legal', for which I have 

been labelled as the recipient for 'professional' meaning and these horrible messages and 
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images are in official police and prosecutos decisions allegedly ”related to my Truth Party, 

profession and livelihood”. 

Subjection to adultery, rape, violence, killing, gross destruction, human experimentation 
with 'corona vaccination' and crimes based on 'non-vaccination' and political terror is not 
permitted in any state. In fact, there are no more laws in force in Finland, but for decades 
Finland has been a totalitaria society controlled by the criminal mafia based on crimes 
committed by police, prosecutors, judges, other officials and framed fake prosecutions 
ordered by former President Sauli Niinistö. In Finland criminal officials and a mafia-protected 
cult and the extensive fraud network carry out completely sadistic crimes as a network. The 
Finnish press and mainstream media have enabled the crime of the state leadership, cult 
and official mafia, have prevented and at the moment deliberately prevent news as coverage 
of the network's crimes, and spread false news that stigmatizes me as a "wanted aggravated 
criminal" in order to tarnish my reputation with information that Mika Illman, prosecutors 
carrying out fake prosecutions, police officer Taina Äijälä and the cult leader Ruohonen have 
deliberately transferred to the press with their secrecy crimes in order to maximize 
"reporting" and reputational damage carried out as political terror.  
 
My little 10-year-old son is deeply shocked by the years of indiscriminate school violence 
inflicted on him, attempted murder and unwarranted threats of imprisonment against her 
mother, as well as news coverage forcing her to live as the child of a mother labelled a 
"wanted aggravated criminal". As a result of the news, his schoolmates have asked him 
"what has your mother done when she is wanted" and most recently on 6.3.2024 he was 
beaten in a school that has been deliberately lied about as nonviolent for years by police 
officers and other officials who allowed sadistic violence.   
 
I have been wanted for felony crimes committed by defendants for non-existent crimes in a 
country where telling the truth to expose their own crime has become such a serious threat 
to the criminals in the network and the cult that these same real criminals have started the 
attempts to bake a prison sentence for me as a 'truth criminal' with longer imprisonment 
than is sentenced for killing a child and an elderly person under torture. In order to prevent 
my truth, I have been beaten to hospital for months, repeatedly threatened with killing and 
raping, wanted as a 'truth criminal', me and several of my children have lived under murder 
attempts, I have been charged in retaliation in a sadistic manner, our home and all my 
property has been destroyed. When all that remains for me after their sadistic crimes is my 
life, my freedom, my honour and my family, they are now trying to take also them away from 
me through their common crimes. 

 
I cannot be returned to Finland to be subjected to these crimes, to be subjected to serious 

human rights violations, to be killed, raped, tortured and imprisoned for years as an illegally 

staged "truth criminal". 

9. Deliberately preventing investigations of false reports, serious fraud and 
preventing my criminal complaints 

 
I have been subjected to hundreds of false reports through crimes pre-arranged by the 
network's criminals, and my property and compensation have been blocked by false 
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information about gross fraud carried out by the network's criminals by charging hundreds 
of thousands of euros for fraud. 

 
The information presented by the cult of Ruohonen and my other opponents in court, the 
preliminary investigation and the consideration of charges is certainly and deliberately 
completely false. False reports and aggravated fraud and crimes as officers are aggravated 
crimes in Finland. I have not been able to get investigated any of them, but the criminals in 
the network have made them possible with their investigative killing decisions, which have 
been drafted by totally deliberately preventing evidence. The same gang with Mika Illman, 
who owed my child with intentional crimes, began baking me with trumped-up charges 
exceeding the maximum sentences and as a "defamation and stalking offender" and to an 
unwarranted sentence of more than 5 years in order to keep their own proceeds of fraud 
crimes and avoid the prison sentences they deserve. 

 

10. Decades of persecution and other serious crime committed by Mika Illman, 
who has sought prosecution against me, my children and all unvaccinated 
people 

 
Mika Illman previously served as State Prosecutor at the Office of the Prosecutor General. 
Between 2001 and 2010, he agreed to commit serious crimes against my three minor 
children and deliberately committed them as follows: According to Section 118 of the 
Constitution of Finland and the Local Government Act, every public official has equal 
responsibility for all unlawful decisions unless they express a written dissenting opinion. The 
54 officials of the city of Lohja met to draw up disqualified decisions insulting my honour, 
preventing compensation for permanent disabilities for my child who was disabled at school, 
and they decided, by deliberate violation of secrecy, to publish all my child's medical records 
on the website of the City of Lohja and in Länsi-Uusimaa newspaper. The religious records 
of two of her siblings were posted on the school's bulletin board. In order to prevent official 
liability as clearly laid down by law, Illman removed 50 officials from the pre-trial 
investigation and prosecution with his aggravated misconduct (e.g. all the police officers who 
sat on the board) in order to prevent their criminal liability and together with police Matti-
Erik Puputti and Paavo Myöhänen, ordered the investigator, police Minna Immonen, not to 
question the mayor of Lohja, Elina Lehto-Häggroth, even though she presented the decisions 
by which the serious crimes against my children were committed. Illman and all officials 
should have been held responsible to pay for their crimes and get a long imprisonment.   
 
After my children brought legal proceedings under Article 118 of the Constitution, I acted as 

their lawyer and filed disqualification claims against Illman. He continued his crime and 

agreed in secret shadow preparation with the judges, police officers, attorney Seppo 

Lindberg and 54 officials protected by him that my children's compensation would be 

deliberately prevented and my children's finances and future deliberately destroyed by 

obliging them to pay 140,000 euros for serious crimes against themselves despite my children 

were victims of crime. Illman removed all of my child's witnesses. Laman Markku Brax and 

District Judge Kirsti Hakola also removed my child's counsel twice (me and Petter Kavonius, 

OTT) and my child was alone in the trial against Illman, 54 officials and their lawyers.  
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On 30.10.2007, my wonderful, conscientious, innocent child, who was disabled at the age of 

12, was charged without trial to pay 100,000 euros to the City of Lohja and the 54 criminal 

officials who had spread my child's medical records online by their crimes. The evidence was 

not processed at all in court and there was not a single court hearing in any instance, appeals 

and pre-trial investigations were prevented under the protection of Mika Illman. At all times, 

he prevented investigations and prosecutions of gross crimes committed by himself and 

other accomplices. Illman's gang also tried to charge me 100,000 euros by lying that I 

supposedly made a "mistake" that did not exist and was not identified at all. 

After the crime against my children, I obtained the written confessions of Laman Markku 

Brax and District Judge Kirsti Hakola and their secret correspondence with District Judge 

Mika A. Mäkinen and Antero Palaja, the head of the Turku Court of Appeal. Illman's gang and 

police Paavo Myöhänen prevented investigations despite the judges and Illman's written 

confession of official offences to keep deliberately valid the undue debts of EUR 140,000 

deliberately caused to my children by their crimes. The decisions of sadistic officials (Hakola, 

Aaltonen, Illman) lied about the completely criminal denial of compensation for my children 

and the deliberate enforcement debt of EUR 140,000 caused to them as children as victims 

of crime as "reasonable". 

After I started exposing the crimes of the Illman gang and global crime related to "corona 

vaccines" on my facebook page, ”Jaana has things to say” -programs and www.virkamafia.fi 

pages with evidence, Mika Illman agreed with his gang on widespread discrimination against 

the unvaccinated, gross defamation, and a prosecution of me, with which Illman and his 

accomplices try to "silence" me and deliberately impose an unwarranted sentence of more 

than 5 years on me for non-existent crimes, in which I have been subjected to dozens of 

interrogations for trumped-up "defamation" and "persecution", tortured by surveillance and 

other sadistic methods in all interrogations, and prevented the right to have investigated aj  

prosecuted all the serious real crimes committed by Illman, the cult, the official mafia and 

fraud networks, so that the cult and the criminal officials network intende bake a fabricated 

"defamation" and "stalking" conviction for me by lying about my correct information as false, 

and a fabricated "stalking" conviction by lying as a "crime" (also as "stalking" all my legal 

programmes) I legally have made with right facts about the cult of Ruohonen, the crimes of 

attorneys Pontus Baarman and Heikki Saksa, Mika Illman, LähiTapiola`s fraud gang and other 

official mafia with absolutely correct information and evidence, and the lawful publication 

of their names. 

The largest criminal network in Finland that I have uncovered jointly brought trumped-up 

charges against me on 27.3.2023 on the same day that I published the list of names of the 

perpetrators and proceeders of their crime. My children's criminal creditor and protector of 

criminal officials, former prosecutor Mika Ilman, now applied to become a disqualified district 

judge to carry out criminal charges and wanted notices against me and has agreed for me a 

"baked" gratuitous sentence exceeding the penalty scales in advance in the same way as he 

agreed in advance for the aggravated crimes he committed against my children. Mika Ilman 

blocked the processing of my disqualification claim made against him on 28.7.2023 and 

prevented the service of my counterclaim and the recording of my evidence, even though 

http://www.virkamafia.fi/
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the law required them to be filed without delay. He agreed with prosecutor Jukka Rappe and 

Iltalehti journalist Jatta Lapinkangas on the publication of my "tough charges" on 31.5.2023 

and again on 4.3.2024, which is a secrecy offence. Illman deliberately concealed from my 

assistant Lauri Saarela that Illman had only held a "trial" with prosecutors and my defendants 

in early March 2024.  

Illman and his journalist accomplices began to discuss the confidential (fabricated) charges 

he had baked for me in the widely circulated newspaper Iltalehti on 31.5.2023 and 4.3.2024 

(prohibited trial-by-newspapers procedure, violation of Article 6 of the Human Rights). So 

my lawyer Saarela and I learned from the tabloid that Mr Illman had only sent invitations to 

his trial theatre to my opponents (accomplices) and his intention was to convict me as 

disqualified in a summary trial without counsel, unlawfully detained, and in such a way that 

the evidence of my innocence is completely prevented by the crimes of Illman and the other 

defendants. The "pre-trial investigations" have been carried out on the instructions of Illman 

and the prosecutors without reading or recording my answers to questioning and evidence 

at all, and by preventing the hearing of all witnesses I have named. 

In other words, the prosecution has been carried out in such a way that:  

1) First, the same criminals themselves prevented the investigation, prosecution and trial 

of serious crimes of office, fraud, gross defamation, attempted murder, violence, torture 

and all other real crimes against me and my children. 

2) Each of the so-called ”killed investigations” decisions have been drafted in such a way 

that no one was heard and no evidence of their crimes was processed. 

3) I was subjected to adultery, rape, torture, murder and all sort of crimes, claiming that 

they were permissible on the basis of my profession, livelihood, politics and "not being 

vaccinated." 

4) The same sadistic gang of criminals who committed fraud with false information and 

destroyed my home, health and property, agreed on prosecution charges in which the 

same false information used in fraud is lied about as "true" by preventing proof of their 

falsehood so that they can keep their fraud proceeds, conceal their crimes, and silence 

my legitimate publishing activities regarding their gross fraud and other serious crimes 

with accurate information. 

5) Their fraud, misconduct in office and defamation offences have therefore not been dealt 

with and the "trial" conducted under the direction of Illman is not intended to be dealt 

with at all, so that their gang of criminals can bake me into prison as an innocent truth-

teller for more than 5 years under a completely forbidden sentence as a supposedly 

"defamation criminal" and "persecutor","even though it is about their gross fraud, rape 

and the use of the same false information of them in all their gross crimes against me, 

my family and the "unvaccinated" and their victims.  

 

11. Dissemination of patient data and payment of patient data by victims and the 

position of prosecuting respondent Mika Illman as the main perpetrator of all 

crimes 
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The medical records of my children, myself and my doctor Wallin have been deliberately 

disseminated online, through e-mails and through the felony crimes of the cult leader, the 

judges of the network, attorneys Pontus Baarman, Jarmo Henriksson and a wide criminal 

network. Our compensation has been blocked, criminal investigations, lawsuits, complaints 

and evidence have been blocked, and we have been charged without trial by the criminal 

decisions of the network as victims of crime without trial to pay criminals for the 

dissemination of medical records and for their gross defamation and fraud, hundreds of 

thousands of euros. There is no law in the EU area that allows for deliberate prevention of 

compensation or the payment of secrecy offences by victims of crime. My disabled minor 

child and his siblings were charged with completely sadistic crimes committed by Mika 

Illman, the judges who committed and agreed on the network's crimes, the police and the 

officials of the city of Lohja, to pay 140,000 euros to the network's criminals for the 

deliberate criminal dissemination of their own medical records and other information. 

12. For revealing these truths, I am persecuted in Finland and tried to be framed 

innocently in prison for more than 5 years in order to prevent telling the truth 

The crimes of the rape and torture cult of Ruohonen were committed by police officers, 

prosecutors and former state prosecutor Mika Illman, district judge Päivi Ranki, Laman 

Martti Juntikka and others 

For decades, Juha Ruohonen has led a secret cult that includes all his 4 children, his wife 

Susanna Ruohonen and Jukka Ritvanen, and to which they recruited my child's godmother 

Elisa Palonen and dozens of other victims as slaves, to be monetized by fraud and violently 

raped. Juha Ruohonen posed as "God", "Christ" and "prophet" and forced Palonen and his 

other victims to give hundreds of thousands of euros to the cult, make a will for the benefit 

of Ruohonen family and Ritvanen, change the beneficiary provisions of life insurance for 

Ruohonen's children Elina and Hanna Ruohonen, buy the shareholders of Ruohonen's 

company Teknovision at an inflated price, support the entire Ruohonen family and Ritvanen, 

pay hundreds of thousands with fake invoices. They also forced Palonen to divorce, renounce 

Christianity, submit to violence and the aggravated rapes Juha and Susanna Ruohonen had 

committed against Palonen for years.  

None of the information I have published is false, but the court has been confirmed right by 

two unanimous decisions and the court decisions are based on authentic audio recordings, 

authentic written evidence and the hearing of 16 witnesses. 

The cult that carries out rape, torture and fraud crimes and its secret "cult courts" have been 

led for decades by Satan worshipper Juha Ruohonen, who in his cult posed as "God", "Christ" 

and "prophet" forced Elisa Palonen to continuous rapes, and in the recordings you can hear 

how Ruohonen laughs when raping and cashing out his victim and also talks about his own 

children as sexual objects. Here are the links to authentic recordings: 

 Virkamafian raiskauskultti (rumble.com)  

Äänitteet todistavat Juha Ruohosen rahastavan uhriaan "jeesuksena" ja "jumalana" 

esiintyen - VirkaMafia 

https://rumble.com/v3idzis-virkamafian-raiskauskultti.html
https://virkamafia.fi/uutinen/aanitteet-todistavat-juha-ruohosen-rahastavan-uhriaan-jeesuksena-ja-jumalana-esiintyen/
https://virkamafia.fi/uutinen/aanitteet-todistavat-juha-ruohosen-rahastavan-uhriaan-jeesuksena-ja-jumalana-esiintyen/
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Name information is public in Finland. They are basic information about the trial laid down 

by law on the publicity of proceedings, of which anyone is entitled to be informed. Although 

publishing names is my right and not a crime in Finland, I am currently facing the threat of 

more than 5 years in prison simply for making public name information and revealing 

evidence of the cult's horrific rape and fraud crimes and how certain same cops, prosecutors 

and judges have for decades deliberately enabled sadistic rape and other felony cult crimes. 

Since the crimes of the cult and the network that protects it exist, it is not my place as a 

whistleblower of rape and fraud to be accused of exposing rapists and gross fraud of 

Ruohonen, who is posing as "fake Jesus", nor should I be imprisoned for more than 5 years 

for calling Ruohonen a "fake Jesus". Juha Ruohonen is not Christ, God or prophet, but a 

ruthless, aggravated criminal who carries out rape and aggravated fraud in such roles, 

protected by certain police officers, prosecutors, Lamans Martti Juntikka, Ilkka Lahtinen, 

district judges Mika Illman and Päivi Ranki. I have to apply for asylum as a refugee, because 

as a Christian person I refuse to call Ruohonen "Christ" even in this situation in which they 

try to cause me an unjustified deprivation of liberty of more than 5 years in order to silence 

my truth and continue their crimes against other victims through their illegal secrecy and 

sadistic reprisals against me. 

Several mainstream media newspapers published information about the cult and the trial, 

and the newspaper reports are based on information and materials obtained directly by 

journalists from the judiciary. In other words, only I am being baked into prison innocently, 

even though all my information and evidence is correct, the mainstream media has also 

reported Ruohonen's actions as "torture", and publicising the activities of the cult is not my 

crime, and it is nobody's crime in any EU country to expose and prevent rape and fraud. 

While I am being under attempt to case me a fake prison sentence as a whistleblower of the 

cult of Ruohonen, the front page of Helsingin Sanomat advertises a paid online publication 

with names about another cult Jeesus tykkää laihoista tytöistä - Äänikirja - Niina Repo, Janne 

Huuskonen, Akseli Kouki - ISBN 9789180682374 - Storytel, where you can find a lot of 

information with names also on Wikipedia and several mainstream media magazines. For 

Veijo Baltzar, prosecutors demanded 10 years in prison for cult-like activities Veijo Baltzarille 

vaaditaan 10 vuoden vankeutta (iltalehti.fi) and an Armenian cult leader was just convicted 

of a similar sexual cult crime: Lahkon johtaja hyväksikäytti suomalaisia naisia (iltalehti.fi) A 

much worse crime of rape and fraud in the cult of Ruohonen has been carried out for 

decades. All news items bear the names of cult leaders, and no journalist has received a pre-

trial call, charge, or a day in prison. However, on 4.3.2024 according to Iltalehti (and Illman), 

I am wanted and prosecutors are deliberately prosecuting me to cause me more than 5 years 

of unjustified imprisonment for publishing "name information" a) as the only person in 

Finland and b) the only one who has ever been subject in Finland's history to such a 

completely prohibited imprisonment requirement in matters of freedom of expression, 

which exceeds many times the penalty scales of the Criminal Code and is not applied in 

Finland even in manslaughter.  

The rapes committed by Ruohonen against Elisa Palonen are aggravated rapes, and cheating 

her property by posing as "Christ", "God" and "prophet" are aggravated crimes under our 

https://www.storytel.com/fi/books/jeesus-tykk%C3%A4%C3%A4-laihoista-tyt%C3%B6ist%C3%A4-2567592
https://www.storytel.com/fi/books/jeesus-tykk%C3%A4%C3%A4-laihoista-tyt%C3%B6ist%C3%A4-2567592
https://www.iltalehti.fi/kotimaa/a/b51661f3-7aa8-45e8-9236-38311723b3e5
https://www.iltalehti.fi/kotimaa/a/b51661f3-7aa8-45e8-9236-38311723b3e5
https://www.iltalehti.fi/kotimaa/a/5b4c9b78-67b7-443d-8c69-ca36d1f52d3a
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Criminal Code. In Finland, I am the subject of a prosecution in which all information 

(evidence, hearinn also 16 witnesses) that has just been accepted in two courtrooms  is 

alleged to be "gross defamation" and false information that I have made and "stalking" is 

alleged to be my programs, which I have the right to publish in Finland with correct 

information in order to expose crimes and stop them. Rape, misconduct in office and fraud 

are serious crimes and dishonourable acts. As a whistleblower of those real crimes, I am not 

guilty of defamation and persecution and any crime, because my information is not false, 

and the publication of truths and evidence does not violate the 'honour' of rapists and 

fraudsters, because rape and fraud do not enjoy the protection of 'honour', but violate the 

rights of victims of rape and fraud. 

The cult of Ruohonen is protected and assisted in its crimes in an abnormal way in Finland 

by certain police officers, prosecutors, Mika Illman, who carried out the criminal debt 

collection of my children, judges Päivi Ranki, Martti Juntikka and other certain judges and 

lawyers in the network. Juha Ruohonen threatened to kill anyone who refused to give his 

property to him and posed as the "Lord of Life and Death", "Christ", "God" and "Prophet" 

who, by exploiting these deceptions and the authority of the cult leader, forced Palonen and 

the other victims to years of rape, sexual enslavement, violence, deprivation of liberty, gross 

fraudulent monetization and threats. 

MTV News published an extensive article about the "torture cult" of Ruohonen 

https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/hamaraa-kulttia-johtanut-perheenisa-makuutti-

uhriaan-ruumisarkussa-ja-painosti-jumalan-rahastolla-kauheudet-paljastuivat-vasta-

yrittajanaisen-kuoltua/8161606 .  Iltalehti published an interview with Elisa Palonen's sister, 

journalist Juha Korhonen published the same information as me, and in Finland none of them 

have been charged or subjected to a pre-trial investigation for any publicity. In other words, 

only I am being charged with fake charges agreed by the cult, judges Mika Illman, Martti 

Juntikka, Ilkka Lahtinen, prosecutors Annukka Juntunen, Jukka Rappe, other prosecutors in  

the criminal network and the police, judges of the network for non-existent crimes, and I am 

charged for telling the truth. The pre-trial investigations and prosecutions have been carried 

out in such a way that the police and prosecutors have blocked all the evidence that has just 

been legally heard and accepted in court, and no law allows a punnishment they bake ony 

for me: for more than 5 years in prison as a punishment for exercising freedom of speech, 

and not just against me. 

Paedophilia, drug trafficking, rape, fraud, forgery, prosecution and other serious crime 
committed by police officers and prosecutors 
 
In Finland, the police, prosecutors and judges belonging to the network carry out and enable 
paedophilia, rape, fraud, official offences, forgery, violence, murder, carry out and order 
attacks against persons to be heard in the administration of justice, prevent the recording of 
crime reports, evidence and answers to questioning and, according to press reports, stage at 
least 500 of their victims every year are imprisoned innocent with similar staging that has 
been directed at me: Suomi maksoi viime vuonna ennätyssumman korvauksia syyttömästi 
vangituille (iltalehti.fi).  
 

https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/hamaraa-kulttia-johtanut-perheenisa-makuutti-uhriaan-ruumisarkussa-ja-painosti-jumalan-rahastolla-kauheudet-paljastuivat-vasta-yrittajanaisen-kuoltua/8161606
https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/hamaraa-kulttia-johtanut-perheenisa-makuutti-uhriaan-ruumisarkussa-ja-painosti-jumalan-rahastolla-kauheudet-paljastuivat-vasta-yrittajanaisen-kuoltua/8161606
https://www.mtvuutiset.fi/artikkeli/hamaraa-kulttia-johtanut-perheenisa-makuutti-uhriaan-ruumisarkussa-ja-painosti-jumalan-rahastolla-kauheudet-paljastuivat-vasta-yrittajanaisen-kuoltua/8161606
https://www.iltalehti.fi/kotimaa/a/30f133dd-1904-4eb3-b3e8-b9eab73ceba9
https://www.iltalehti.fi/kotimaa/a/30f133dd-1904-4eb3-b3e8-b9eab73ceba9
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Police officers are tricked with statute of time and court rulings by lying about paedophilia 
charges, and even Helsingin Sanomat's journalists and editors-in-chief are charged with 
"gross defamation” for publishing correct information about a court decision, that there 
were plenty of pictures of scantily clad children on the police's home devices and that the 
police had sexual relations with the person being questioned: HS: Lehden toimittajaa ja 
päätoimittajaa syytetään törkeistä rikoksista - Kotimaa - Ilta-Sanomat 
 
In Finland, the criminal officers of the network systematically prevent compensation and 
meetings with fathers (family rights under Article 8 of the Human Rights) as retaliation for 
victims, return young children to unsafe homes to be murdered, and lie about anything in 
their decisions in order to carry out criminal lying and prevent and falsify evidence to  
prevent investigatios of their own crimes and to victims' staging of non-existent crimes. The 
police beat and kill people in police offices and the same special prosecutor Tapio Mäkinen 
destroys and conceals surveillance tapes and prevent, forge and remove evidence with Mika 
Illman, Annukka Juntunen, Heikki Kohijoki, other prosecutors and police officers in the 
network in order to prevent criminal convictions in the network and stage innocent people. 
 
The legality of the Finnish police is supervised by Keijo Suuripää, a criminal convicted of 
aggravated bribery offences and who disseminates information to outsiders in advance 
about the prosecution he has made with, among others, Laman Tuomas Nurmi and 
professional criminal Nicholas Peltola. The Grandhead and several prosecutors in the 
Prosecutor General's Office influence witnesses by calling them even at night, giving bribes 
and using incompetent persons as witnesses to frame innocent people for years in prison for 
non-existent crimes. For years, police offences have been managed and instructions for 
prosecutions have been drawn up by the Office of the Prosecutor General, and the crimes 
are organised by, among others, Jukka Rappe, Heidi Savurinne, former State Prosecutor 
Mika Illman, prosecutors Annukka Juntunen, Special Prosecutor Tapio Mäkinen, 
prosecutors Heikki Kohijoki, Mika A. Mäkelä, Pertti Ventelä, Leena Salovartio, Outi 
Pyykkönen, Katja and Jukka Haavisto, as well as other members of the crime execution 
network identified in the documents ANNEX 2 and ANNEX 3 that I have published. 
 
The same Helsinki Police Officer Tomi Vuori has been appointed Director of the Police 
Department of the Ministry of the Interior, who, together with prosecutor Harri Lindberg, 
drafted on 10.12.2018 a secret illegal memorandum on which the crime of ”killing 
investigations” (intentional obstruction of criminal investigations) by police officers is based. 
Chancellor of Justice Tuomas Pöysti prevents judicial review and conceals his own crimes. 
There has been no oversight of legality in Finland for decades. Chancellor of Justice Tuomas 
Pöysti gave instructions to the Government and Prime Minister Sanna Marin on the 
execution of crimes, and then prevented the prosecution of his own crimes and those of the 
state leadership. He illegally conceals his communications, which instructed the criminality 
of ministers, and continues his illegal secrecy in order to cover up his own and the network's 
serious crimes, contrary to the decisions of the Administrative Court and the Supreme 
Administrative Court. 
 
I have described 40 aggravated offences committed by police officers in a criminal complaint 
I filed on 7.3.2023, on 27.3.2023, on 26.2.2024 in two criminal complaints together with 
medical specialist Matti Wallin, and on 28.7.2023 in a criminal complaint and counterclaim. 

https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000009919017.html
https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000009919017.html
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All the information in my reports is correct, but on 27.3.2023 the perpetrators of those 
crimes began deliberately initiating false information to prosecute me, preventing evidence 
of their own crimes, and trying to silence me by baking me a completely forbidden prison 
sentence of more than 5 years for non-existent crimes by lying about their own crimes as 
legality and by preventing evidence at every step in order to cause me and my fellow victims 
to be subjected to a subordinate position as a victim of crime and sentenced to prison as an 
innocent. 
 
The network framed several of its victims for non-existent crimes, and the same judges who 

prosecute me and Wallin and enable the rapes committed by Ruohonen (e.g. Laman Martti 

Juntikka, District Judges Päivi Ranki, Elise Salpaoja) deliberately framed Anneli Auer and 

Jens Kukka, innocent of 17.5 years in prison completely fabricated sexual offences. 

Syytelavastukset virkamafian vakiorikoksina (rumble.com)  

Anneli Auerin hakee tuomionsa purkua, HS: lapset peruneet todistuksiaan - Kotimaa - Ilta-

Sanomat   

Auer's young children (some between the ages of 2 and 4 at the time of the crime) were 
pressured by adult officials to lie in order to lock up their mother and her male friend in 
prison for years. The same Southwest Finland police officers Markku Kukko, Aleksi Sulkko, 
Kaarle Lönnroth, Jari Riiali and hundreds of police officers and prosecutors and judges from 
Western Uusimaa, Helsinki, Loimaa and the NBI are involved in aggravated crime, 
professionally falsify official records and evidence and have robbed several millionaires with 
their staging, e.g. by baking trumped-up financial crime charges with false information for 
Turkka Rautajuuri, and robbing the valuable paintings of an 82-year-old elderly man for the 
state by baking trumped-up charges. 
 
Prosecution platforms and all decisions produced by the network are based on lying about 
non-existent events and also on existing agreements and decisions being written as non-
existent. The non-existent lying against me and other horrific criminal decisions of the 
network are described in detail in the two criminal complaints I filed with Wallin on 
26.2.2024. 
 
The criminality of the official mafia, organised court losses, secret "sessions" and the 
proceeds of crime obtained from the network's crimes  
 
I have published on my www.virkamafia.fi  pages and www.totuuspuolue.net  pages (”Jaana 
has the truth” -programmes)  Totuuspuolue ry | Totuuspuolue ry and on my JaanaKavonius 
channel in Rumble, the evidence I collected between 1992 and 2024 about the aggravated 
crime of the official mafia, LähiTapiola, lawyers, the cult and the Finnish state leadership and 
how criminal methods are used by the network to prevent investigations, prosecutions and 
convictions of its own crimes, to frame innocent people in prison, to fines of a vengeful 
nature, and how fraud and genocide carried out with "corona vaccines" have been carried 
out. All the information I publish is demonstrably true, and none of it is false information or 
presented as an insult to the "honour" of criminals, because criminals have no honour and 
crimes and and hiding their crimes are not their rights. 
 

https://rumble.com/v49tu4l-syytelavastukset-virkamafian-vakiorikoksina.html
https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000009416812.html
https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000009416812.html
http://www.virkamafia.fi/
http://www.totuuspuolue.net/
https://totuuspuolue.net/jaanalla-on-asiaa
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The members of the criminal network that I have disclosed are baking me innocently in 
prison and trying to use their charges to stop for the embarrassing disclosures and facts and 
close my pages in order to silence the truth. On 11.12.2019 I was beaten to hospital condition 
on order and whoever beat me threatened me with killing and that "you will end up in a 
body bag next if you do not close www.virkamafia.fi website and if You do not stop 
demanding criminal liability and your compensation".Before the violence, I had to flee my 
home in November 2019 due to attacks on my home and death threats from two men. Police 
officers Kimmo Halme and Markku Kukko and others prevented my police reports from being 
recorded and on 30.11.2019, two police officers from Turku forced me to tell them how much 
money I have in my account. After I was beaten, the disqualified police officer Halme secretly 
prevented my interrogation I sent on 19.1.2020 and the recording of all my criminal reports 
when I sent an email to the registry of the Western Uusimaa Police, researcher Linda 
Arifullen and Head of Investigation Rauli Salonen. Halme also falsified the investigation 
report secretly, and the next day, 20.1.2020, I was charged with exactly the kind of crimes 
agreed in advance by AA Baarman, AA Saksa, their clients, District Judge Noora Kemppi, 
Laamanns Tuomas Nurmi, Ilkka Lahtinen and other members of the network, which I 
described in the criminal complaint blocked by Halme. My entire savings from my work in 
the account (250.000 euros snooped on 30.11.2019) were seized by enabling Baarman, 
Saksa, AA Jarmo Henriksson, AA Elisa Mäkinen, AA Juri Suves, LähiTapiola fraud gang and 
others to charge my home, health and employment destroyers and fraud criminals for their 
fraud in a civil dispute, even though the investigation and prosecution of their crimes was 
based on the evidence I provided (written confessions of fraud) 
 
On 20.1.2020, I was charged 120.000 euros for all the frauds for which investigations were 

prevented and all crimes towards me were committed by beating me to hospital on 

11.12.2019. The falsified debt collection of 120.000 euros and the prevention of my 

compensation of 400.000 euros were carried out during my brain injury caused by a violent 

crime, under psychological shock and against a legal impediment to illness confirmed by 3 

specialists, and durigng my hospitalization. The criminal office decision drafted by the 

disqualified Noora Kemppi on 20.1.2020 was written without arranging any trial, without any 

evidence, and lying about their gross criminal debts as "reasonable" in exactly the same way 

that this sadistic network carried out the falsified debt of my child for 100,000 euros.  

I have not been answered, a) why Halme "handled" his own crime, b) who ordered the 

"investigator" to snoop on my account information on 30.11.2019, c) how the interrogation 

answer I mailed to Arifullen and Salonen ended up with the disqualified Halme, and d) why 

he archived them as an "email" preventing them from being processed, even though under 

the Criminal Investigation Act they were subject to a mandatory obligation to record and an 

obligation to initiate proceedings against Baarman, Saksa, Kemppi and others. Criminal 

investigations instead started framing me as a "criminal".  

On 23.12.2019, before committing his fraud crime of 120.000 euros, Baarman presented me 

with exactly the same demands for the removal of www.virkamafia.fi pages, presented by 

the person who beat me on 11.12.2019. Halme blocked the investigation and removed from 

the investigation report the information that after the violent crime, a foreign man unknown 

to me arrived at the scene on a red women's bike and spoke on my phone to the emergency 

response centre and was there when the patrol and ambulance arrived. 

http://www.virkamafia.fi/
http://www.virkamafia.fi/
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On 14.9.2020, I was ordered to pay an additional EUR 100,000 to the fraud network by crimes 

commited by attorneys Jarmo Henriksson, Elisa Mäkinen, Juri Suves, LähiTapiola`s lawyers 

Teija Kerminen, Veera Konttinen, judges Hannu Vieno, Noora Kemppi, Mika Illman, Lamans 

Ilkka Lahtinen, Martti Juntikka, Tuomas and Asko Nurmi, criminal network police and others, 

who at the moment together try to frame me of nonexistent crimes to cover-up their own 

severe criminality. On 14.9.2020, they ordered me to pay an additional € 100,000 to the 

fraud network by lying that Henriksson had sent a "cancellation of the offer" that did not 

exist, charging for aggravated fraud, concealing the complaints provided for and invoiced for 

those acts provided free of charge like for the exercise of the data subject's right of 

inspection (in fact, the crimes in the network that prevented the right of access), the secret 

shadow preparation hearings conducted by District Judge Vieno in the same way as Illman. 

Vieno arranged 8.5 hours of secret sessions with my counterparties and their agents and 

approved invoicing for Henriksson, LähiTapiola and Mäkinen also for non-existent 

transactions with occupational health physician Leena Järvinen, who has denied in writing 

the transactions for which the invoice is made.  

I was sadistically tortured and bullied at work for 6 years and caused my paralysis. It is lied 

to as "positive discrimination" by AA Henriksson, AA Mäkinen and LähiTapiola's fraud gang 

in my employment dispute and their statements to other authorities. Even in this case, 

where I was charged EUR 100 000 for their crimes, there were no trials at any instance and 

no evidence of real events was discussed. In addition, I was beaten and threatened with 

death if I continue my claims.  In Case L 17/261, there were 7.5 hours of preparatory sessions, 

which is less than their illegal secret sessions. For the 7.5 hours (where there was no main 

hearing and taking of evidence at all), I was billed EUR 100,000 by Henriksson, Mäkinen and 

LähiTapiola fraudulently inflated by invoicing me as a victim of crime for their crimes, and 

they are still hiding what material they are charging for. In other words, they charge for the 

material they claim to have accessed, but which they never submitted as evidence in Case L 

17/261 to the employment dispute or to me. 

The bottom line is that ALL the artificial debts of hundreds of thousands of euros incurred by 

me, my children and my doctor, Mrs Wallin, have been committed through gross total 

violations of Article 6 of the Human Right, serious crimes agreed upon beforehand by this 

same network in secret communications, arranged legal losses agreed upon beforehand, 

with evidence completely prevented, preventing the preliminary investigations, charges, 

actions and appeals of their crimes, and so that these artificially inflated to gigantic 

proportions criminal proceeds of retaliatory fraud invoicing have been "accepted as 

reasonable" by decisions of the office of the disqualified officers of the network in all cases 

without any trial, without hearing any witnesses, and without considering any written 

evidence anywhere. 

Repeated attempted murders of my children and other sadist crimes 

Because of my political activities, my children have been subjected to the criminal debt of 

EUR 140,000 and several attempted murders agreed between Mika Illman, certain judges 

and 54 officials of the city of Lohja. Three attempted murders of my children and myself have 

been carried out in the same way by driving over by a car and as attempted murders. My 
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oldest child was disabled at the age of 12 and an attempt was made to kill her by bringing a 

chair to class that looked like classroom chairs, but whose chassis was made rotary. During 

school class, my child was ordered to get up on that chair, from which she fell on her face on 

the concrete floor. These injuries, with their surgical painful hospitalizations and all his 

medical records, were published in a distressing way by criminal officials on the website of 

the city of Lohja, and then sadistically paid 100,000 euros for their crimes on my child 

without trial and lying their gross crimes to be "reasonable". 

My youngest child, Martti (b. 3.6.2013), has been subjected to continuous indiscriminate 

life-threatening school violence for 2 years. On 26.5.2021, sadistic police officers and 

prosecutors prevented investigations into the attempted car murder, strangulation, beating, 

kicking, shooting and threats of stabbing against my child Martti, investigations into me, 

Martti and his father Petter Kavonius, LL.D., years 2001-2024, 18.2.2021, 16.6-2.11.2021, 

21.4.2022, 13.8.2022, 7.8.2023, 25.8.2023, 7.8.2023-7.9.2023, murder threats, destruction 

of my home, sadistic workplace bullying, wrongful dismissal during maternity leave, rape, 

fraud, debt collection of my children, me and false reports. False reports were made by 

officials from Lohja, rector Satu-Kristiina Hautamäki, Sanna Lundström, Sari Salonen, Riikka 

Sutinen, Minna Tenhovuori, Pirjo Uutela-Morander, club aunt Angelika Kent, cult leader 

Ruohonen, left-wing politician Terhi Suokas, convicted criminals Nicholas Peltola, Mika 

Leppänen, Miko Vainio and hundreds of others with completely fabricated events. 

Hautamäki even boasted in writing that she was making false reports with false information 

precisely so that the officials and top management of the city of Lohja would not be held 

accountable for their crimes.  

Police investigators lied that adult officers and a 31-year-old witness are as minor children 

to prevent these adults from being heard, the perpetrator of the attempted murder on 

26.5.2021 (one man) was lied to as "identical twins" and police officer Jukka Koivunen 

reported that prosecutor Heikki Kohijoki secretly gave him unlawful instruction to obstruct 

a murder investigation by deliberately using a false offence of "endangering traffic safety" 

that is too mild, even though the attempted car murder was directed at Martti in the 

backyard of the school, where there is no roadway, and when my child stepped out of the 

building. The assassination attempt on 26.5.2021 was carried out 6 hours after journalist 

Ilkka Tiainen published a documentary about official mafia crime with my interview. 

The attempted speeding attempt on Martti was the second attempted murder of my child 
of the same age by car, in which the perpetrator fled the scene. The first was carried out by 
drunken bailiff Björn Jägerroos by riding at high speed without braking on my 9-year-old son 
who crossed the pedestrian crossing on his way to school. Jägerros fled 200 yards away to a 
police parking lot. Police officer Sami Kari and prosecutor Tapio Mäkinen delayed for 2 hours 
in blowing Jägerroos off, prevented blood tests to prevent a drunk driving conviction, tried 
to interrogate a 9-year-old at a police station without any adults, and Mäkinen removed 
witnesses to cause my child to lose against the speeding official. The same police officer and 
Mäkinen and hundreds of police, prosecutors and judges carry out investigative killings, 
violence and fake prosecutions in their mafia. 
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When the doctor at the health centre reported the attempted murder and 2 years of sadistic 
violence against my child on 29.9.2021 and I reported it to the police on 3.10.2021, the police 
officers Rauli Salonen, Jukka Koivunen and the prosecutors drew up an investigation method 
even before the doctor's report arrived 2 hours after my message on 3.10.2021, which 
prevented investigations in advance in order to continue the indiscriminate violence against 
my child. For years, criminal Lohja city officials failed to file a legally prescribed child welfare 
report for every violence against my child and agreed with police officer Robin Hulden on a 
decision where they lied about the school being "nonviolent." Whenever I reported the 
violence to the police, the very next day police officers Pekka Mujunen (accomplice of the 
cult), Jari Tuimala (the set designer of Wallin's charges), Taina Äijälä and Robin Hulden 
(accomplices of the cult and the entire official mafia) and other members of the gang always 
launched abnormal interrogations prohibited by the Criminal Investigation Act against me 
for "gross defamation and persecution of officials". In these interrogations against me, 
therefore, 'defamation and stalking' is alleged to be my crime of demanding the protection 
of my child's life and health. The persecutions worsened at Christmas 2022. Mujunen, 
Tuimala, Hulden and someone else made interrogation summonses and timed them to ruin 
our Christmas and on 21.12.2022, even though they knew I was in the hospital. 
 
In October 2023, the newspaper Länsi-Uusimaa published a big news article admitting that 
all the information I have prepared about school violence is correct. . Still, Mika Illman, 
Annukka Juntunen, and other prosecutors, police officers Robin Hulden, Taina Äijälä and 
others, continues to prosecute me with criminal charges of "defamation and stalking" in 
order to cause my tortured child motherlessness as well and stigmatizing his life-threatening 
mother as a "wanted felony criminal." The charges also claim to be "false" my information 
about school violence and attempted car murders against my children, even though 
Jägerroos has been convicted of running over my 9-year-old son, the attempted car murder 
on 26.5.2021 can be seen on surveillance cameras and the violence at the school has been 
reported in the news. 
 
Aggravated crimes committed with coronavirus vaccinations in Finland and globally 
 
"Corona vaccines" were falsely marketed as "safe" and supposedly "vaccines". In Finland and 
in all "vaccinated" countries, the link between excess mortality and "corona vaccines" is 
absolutely clear. 
 
I have published correct information about aggravated fraud and genocide crime carried out 
through "corona vaccinations", which is directly reflected in excess mortality statistics and 
the explosive 100-1000-fold increase in morbidity. In my publications, everything is correct 
information and is based on excellent jurisprudence, statistics and evidence: 

• www.rumblecom in English Truths and confessions about corona frauds, genocide and 
2024 presidential election candidates (rumble.com) and the same in  Finnish 
Ruumiskonttien ja presidentinvaalien 2024 yhteys (rumble.com) 

• "Jaana has to say" programmes (e.g. PART 7 and 11) https://totuuspuolue.net/jaanalla-
on-asiaa/osa-7  and https://totuuspuolue.net/jaanalla-on-asiaa/osa-11  

• in several comprehensive crime reports and evidence published on www.virkamafia.fi  
(e.g., 28.11.2021, 19.1.2022 and 31.12.2022 Elvytyskusetus ja tutkintapyynnöt - 
VirkaMafia) and on my Facebook  

http://www.rumblecom/
https://rumble.com/v48rghc-truths-and-confessions-about-corona-frauds-genocide-and-2024-presidential-e.html
https://rumble.com/v48rghc-truths-and-confessions-about-corona-frauds-genocide-and-2024-presidential-e.html
https://rumble.com/v47accr-ruumiskonttien-ja-presidentinvaalien-2024-yhteys.html
https://totuuspuolue.net/jaanalla-on-asiaa/osa-7
https://totuuspuolue.net/jaanalla-on-asiaa/osa-7
https://totuuspuolue.net/jaanalla-on-asiaa/osa-11
http://www.virkamafia.fi/
https://virkamafia.fi/virkamafia-elvytyskusetus/
https://virkamafia.fi/virkamafia-elvytyskusetus/
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It is essential that:  
1) Finland had a statistical undermortality rate before "vaccinations" 
2) The mortuaries have been full for 2 years only during the "corona vaccination" and the 

link between the completely abnormal excess mortality and the "corona vaccination" is 
perfectly clear and similar in all countries that participated in the "vaccination" (criminal 
human experiment). 

3) "Vaccinations" were recommended and forced by Sauli Niinistö, EU globalists and the 
pharmaceutical industry, among others, by deceivously lying that injections were 
researched, safe, and that they supposedly help prevent infection. 

4) Pfiser has admitted in the EU Commission that infection prevention has not even been 
studied. Yet in all countries, "coronavirus vaccinations" were pressured to be taken 
precisely by lying about them to prevent infection, and marketing made fraudulent 
promises with exact infection prevention rates (e.g., allegedly 96% protection against 
infection, death and "severe forms of disease"), and decisions to force vaccination of 
young children, the elderly and health workers were also implemented through the 
fraudulent lying of "infection prevention". 

5) In Finland, Chief Physician of Infectious Diseases Asko Järvinen and Chief Medical Officer 
Markku Mäkijärvi have stated publicly in the media and in their expert statement 
prepared on 6.9.2023 that the "coronavirus vaccine" does not help any disease, that none 
of the criteria of the Communicable Diseases Act have been met, and that this is a 
"vaccine against fear" and "political fog", i.e. de facto gross fraud, and the WHO has 
illegally and unjustifiably upheld the definition of a pandemic without meeting the criteria 
for a pandemic. 

6) It is also clear from the statistics that the "corona vaccine" does not have a preventive 
effect on infections and deaths, but a lethal and seriously destructive. Those who die the 
most die and get sick are those who have received the most "coronavirus vaccinations", 
i.e. In Finland, the elderly and those who have been subjected to forced vaccination 
decisions. 

7) The entire population was forced and misled into a lethal human experiment and lied 
about their "corona vaccine" providing "effective protection" against death and infection. 
The completely abnormal excess mortality among women between the ages of 39 and 45 
concerns a group of people who were subjected to lethal human experimentation as a 
condition of employment and public service, lying about lethal experimental injections as 
"preventing, protective and effective." It is effective only in lethality. 

8) Corporate bankruptcies were also caused by closing companies with "infection 
prevention claims" and demanding a "vaccine passport", falsifying statistics (e.g. 
recording deaths in car accidents as "unvaccinated coronavirus deaths") and following a 
criminal method of recording those who died immediately or within 3 weeks from the 
experimental "coronavirus vaccination" as "unvaccinated". 

9) Lack of news coverage of excess mortality and its connection to "coronavirus 
vaccinations" is an essential part of the execution of the worst genocide crime in history 
committed by globalists. 

10) While the completely abnormal excess mortality and morbidity is similar in all countries 
participating in the "vaccination" and gross fraud has been acknowledged, the main 
perpetrators of genocide crime (e.g. doctor Lasse Lehtonen in Finland) have sought out 
TV programmes and the press to continue lying that excess mortality in Finland is 
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supposedly due to "population obsolescence", even though the population has not aged 
for 2 years in Finland and excess mortality does not exist only in Finland, but in all 
countries "vaccinated against coronavirus" and those dying at the age of 39-45 are not 
elderly. 

 
Evidence in the criminal complaints and publicities I have filed includes:   
1) Comprehensive statistics on excess mortality, the increase in the number of infections 

and diseases, and their clear link with "vaccinations", which were not vaccines, but lethal 
experimental injections. 

2) THL's statistics, which show that "someone" changed the statistics on foetal deaths only 
a day before the horrific "Avo-Hilmo statistics were published. The growth in the number 
of deaths under the age of 0 was faded by including them in the deaths of other children. 

3) Statistics showing hundreds and thousands of percent increases in ALL illnesses and 
deaths after "vaccinations." Approximately 127,000 cases of the disease were diagnosed 
in Finland in 2019 and more than 7 million after the "coronavirus vaccinations" in 2022. 
Not reporting on this horrific fact is intentional. 

4) Written statements by doctors Asko Järvinen and Markku Mäkijärvi, who were used as 
expert witnesses on false vaccine information in forced vaccination decisions made by the 
state and in the mainstream media, in which they now acknowledge afterwards that 

a. Minister Krista Kiuru's planned vaccinations and compulsory testing are a 
"political fog". 

b. "Corona vaccines" do not help prevent corona disease and do not help with any 
disease, but have been based on intimidating the population, lying and the fact 
that Krista Kiuru made threatening phone calls to expert doctors in the evenings, 
forcing doctors to lie about the properties of "vaccines" in a medically untenable 
way. 

5) News: The director of the Tampere Vaccine Research Centre, the department that 
defined "coronavirus vaccines" as safe, has been convicted of years of aggravated fraud. 

6) Hidden facts about funding for the marketing of "vaccines": THL, which recommended 
"corona vaccinations", has received funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, 
Gates has similarly bribed all over the world to lie about the properties of "vaccines", and 
the "corona vaccine" is actually designed as a criminal project of Anthony Fauch, Bill 
Gates, Ursula van der Leyan, Klaus Shwabb, Justin Trudeau, Sauli Niinistö and others to 
kill the population in order to carry out a population reduction project and as an 
instrument of criminal power. 

 
In Finland, the Supreme Court ruled already in 1995 in its ruling (KKO 1995:53) that when a 
state actually carries out compulsory vaccinations and uses an experimental vaccine, it is 
liable, regardless of its negligence, for vaccine deaths and for all personal injuries and other 
damages caused by the vaccine. The decision concerned an experimental polio vaccine and 
the serious illness it caused to the child. The "coronavirus vaccine" is a global outrageous 
crime perpetrated by perpetrators who have deliberately sought to kill populations with a 
"vaccine", fraudulently tricked people into taking a lethal experimental injection, and carried 
out criminal discrimination against all those "unvaccinated" who thought with their own 
brains and did not submit to being killed.  
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I am an "unvaccinated party leader" and because I am brave enough to fight the Finnish 
official mafia and the global criminal mafia, in order to silence my truth, the perpetrators try 
to silence me by killing me with attempted murders, denying a hospital referral to prevent 
treatment for severe oxygen deprivation and other hospitalization, and have wanted me as 
a "gross criminal" even though I am a truth-teller. 
 
All vaccinated and unvaccinated people and governments around the world are entitled by 
the evidence I have presented to demand compensation from globalist criminals, 
manufacturers of the "corona vaccine", marketers and also their sentencing to the death 
penalty by the ICC court. 
 
Unconstitutional annexation of the EU, demanding accountability, demanding compliance 
with our constitutions and political persecution of freemom of speech ordered by Sauli 
Niinistö 
 
According to the Constitution, Finland is a "sovereign" republic in which the tripartite 
division of power belongs only to national bodies. The Constitution does not allow for foreign 
exercise of power by EU officials, the WHO and NATO. It is essential that: 
1) The content of the Constitution of Finland (e.g. in terms of the exercise of power) can 

only be amended in the order in which the Constitution is enacted, but never as a "treaty 
amendment" 

2) No treaty amending the content of the Constitution can enter into force in Finland as a 
"treaty amendment" 

3) All changes implemented by former President Sauli Niinistö, Marin's Government and 
the 1992-2024 EU treaties, the NATO treaty and the WHO pandemic agreement are null 
and void as unconstitutional, as well as their serious crimes. 

4) Niinistö and Paavo Lipponen changed and removed our currency, the markka, as a 
"matter of notification", even though the Constitution does not allow such a thing. 

5) Any exercise of power that violates our Constitution through treaty amendments will be 
deemed aggravated high treason in Finland, as the crimes of Niinistö and his network 
must also have been investigated, prosecuted and convicted. 

6) No one in Finland can investigate any official offences, and Finland has not been a state 
governed by the rule of law for decades and has not implemented Article 13 of the 
Human Right or other laws and human rights treaties. The current constitution, the 
'sovereignty' of our republic, independence and respect for the law have been 
superseded by that network of official mafias and Ruohonen`s cult who, in order to 
prevent the evidence I have gathered and the truth from being made public, are trying 
to silence me with assassination attempts, sadistic crimes against my children, my home 
and my freedom. 

 
The persecution of freedom of expression is led and commanded as political terror by former 
President Sauli Niinistö, who publicly issued an order in a newspaper to "bake" "exemplary 
defamation judgments" as deterrent terror:  
Niiniston-lausunto-Keskisuomalainen-lehdessa-kunnianloukkauslynkkausten-lisayksen-

vaatiminen.pdf (virkamafia.fi) 

The commission of such a crime against me is therefore underway in the theatre of trial 
arranged by Mika Illman, who indebted my child, as disqualified, in the deliberate condoning 

https://virkamafia.fi/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Niiniston-lausunto-Keskisuomalainen-lehdessa-kunnianloukkauslynkkausten-lisayksen-vaatiminen.pdf
https://virkamafia.fi/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Niiniston-lausunto-Keskisuomalainen-lehdessa-kunnianloukkauslynkkausten-lisayksen-vaatiminen.pdf
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of my adultery and all crimes against me and my family, and in completely prohibited 
demand for imprisonment and desecration on 31.5.2023 and 4.3.2024 with the news of 
"wanted for aggravated crimes" and in an attempt to impose on me a completely unjustified 
sentence of "imprisonment of at least 5 years" many times higher than the penalty scales in 
a country where telling the truth has become a more "egregious" crime than the killing of 
children and the elderly as a result of the persecution of freedom of speech led by Niinistö, 
Rappe, Suuripää, Illman Juntunen, Kohijoki and thousands of criminal judges, prosecutors, 
police, child welfare services, enforcement authorities, municipalities, AVI and others who 
carry out official mafia crime and persecution of freedom of expression as mafia members. 
 
I must be granted asylum because between 2001 and 2024 I have never received and will 
never again receive a trial under Article 6 of the Human Right in Finland in any case due to 
the abuse of authority related to Niinistö's position and the extent of the crimes in the 
network that I exposed, subject by the network's illegal investigative methods to live under 
reputation as a person without human rights, "anti-vaccine whore" and "aggravated wanted 
criminal". 

 

13. Finland is the worst human rights violator state in the Nordic countries and a 
façade of the rule of law based on the arbitrariness of the authorities  

 
Finland is the only Nordic country to have received more sentences from the Court of Human 
Rights than the other Nordic countries combined. Finland does not care anything about the 
judgments by which the Court of Human Rights has convicted Finland more than 20 times of 
violations of freedom of expression and ruled that prison sentences are prohibited (for 
example in case Mariapori vs. Finland). Yet the criminal network of authorities and cult 
operating in Finland that I expose are deliberately trying to impose a totally unjustified, 
totally deviant and illegal unjustified prison sentence of more than 5 years on me precisely to 
prevent the lawful exercise of freedom of speech, and because I use my freedom of speech 
precisely to expose their egregious crimes. 
 
The number of crimes committed against me and my family, the deliberate submission to 
them by the network's ”investigative killing” decisions, and the criminal methods of staging 
against me (total obstruction of evidence, disqualified formations, violence, attempted 
murder, threats of murder and rape, disqualified configurations, pre-staging of staging, news 
coverage pre-labelled as a 'wanted criminal') show that the only chance to prevent them 
from faking me as innocent going to prison is applying for asylum. 
 

14. Requirements for notification to the EU Public Prosecutor 
 

The Slovak Republic must agree with my complaint and demand for prosecution to the 
Independent Public Prosecutor of the EU: 
 
1) In all respects, with my evidence of widespread corruption, deliberate serious violations 
of the EU General Data Protection Regulation and the ECHR with hundreds of thousands of 
crimes, and the removal of human rights through the crimes described in my asylum 
application  
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2) Because in Finland, infectious disease specialists Asko Järvinen, Markku Mäkijärvi and 
Pfiser have publicly and in writing acknowledged that "corona vaccinations" are not a 
prevention of infection, i.e. ALL injections related to "corona vaccinations", fraudulent 
marketing, obtaining proceeds of crime by selling billions of ineffective lethal experimental 
injections and misleading the population to be killed by criminal human experimentation 
and maiming are aggravated crimes against humanity, aggravated crimes of genocide 
deliberately committed against the civilian population, and gross global fraud. 
 
I must be granted asylum, arrange a secret security address in The Slovak Republic and 
secure my position as a witness to global aggravated crime and Finnish organised crime also 
on the basis of the witness protection programme. 
 
Written at secret security address 7.3.2024 
 
Jaana Kavonius 
Asylum seeker, victim of persecution and torture  
Legal Counsel, LL.M. (retired) 
Party leader of the Truth Party r.p.  
Chairman of the Board of the Finnish Legal Protection Centre 


